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Small molecule additives in multilayer polymer-clay thin films
for improved heat shielding of steel
Carolyn T. Long1 and Jaime C. Grunlan 1,2,3✉

In an effort to improve the heat shielding ability of multilayer polymer-clay films, the influence of various small molecule additives
was studied. Tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane (THAM), pentaerythritol (PER), and ammonium pentaborate (PB) are each utilized
in flame retardant applications for the benefits they provide in reducing the propagation of fire. In the present study, these
additives combined with polyethylenimine (PEI) and vermiculite (VMT) clay and the resulting growth of the coatings and the
thermal resistivity were measured. THAM and PB salts contribute most to the overall growth of the layer-by-layer assembled films,
generating an increase in film thickness of 50% or more, while PER has a greater impact on heat shielding. A 14-bilayer (THAM+
PER+ PEI)/VMT coating (~25 µm thick) on steel can achieve a temperature differential of over 125 °C due to a layering effect that
occurs within the architecture of the macroscopic insulation bubble and disordered char. This improved thermal resistivity across a
relatively thin film generates a heat shield that can be applied in novel applications such as a single-use protective barrier for
aerospace components.
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INTRODUCTION
Thermal barrier coatings (TBC) are used to protect materials from
degradation upon exposure to high temperatures. Traditional TBC
are ceramic-based and used predominantly for the protection of
steel gas turbine blades1,2. More recent research is focused on
polymer and polymer nanocomposite coatings as an alternative
due to the potential thermal protection they can offer in tandem
with their easy processability, low cost, and stability in air3–5.
Standalone polymers are not ideal thermal barriers due to their
low thermal stability, with most degrading at relatively low
temperatures (> 200 °C)6. With that said, the ability of polymeric
systems to intumesce, expand, and form an insulating char layer,
has made them a viable thermal barrier in some circumstances7,8.
Protecting structural steel, in particular, has been a focus of this
research, creating a passive coating that offers protection in
extreme temperature environments and prolonging the mechan-
ical property of the steel in the event of fire9,10. These intumescent
coatings are expendable, meant to protect the underlying
substrate during extreme catastrophic events. There are a variety
of other applications that can benefit from this type of single use
thermal barrier coating, particularly if the coating is durable and
light weight, such as the protection of spacecraft components or
automobile parts. Polymer nanocomposites have the potential to
offer that protection, combining the intumescent properties of
polymers with the protection that is offered by ceramics in the
form of nanoplatelet fillers. A recent study demonstrated how
effective layer-by-layer (LbL) deposited nanocomposite coatings
are for shielding steel11.
LbL assembly is a water-based deposition technique that has

been extensively used to generate thin-film polymeric coatings on
solid substrates12. LbL coatings are produced mainly through
electrostatic interactions, although hydrogen bonding and cova-
lent bonding can be used to achieve additional functionality13–15.
The assembly process begins by first exposing a negatively-
charged substrate to a solution containing a cationic

polyelectrolyte and then subsequently exposing it to an anionic
solution with predetermined rinse and dry steps between to
remove excess, loosely adhered material16. This is considered one
bilayer (BL) and the steps are repeated, building on previous
layers, until a desired number of bilayers is obtained. The addition
of fillers, and the subsequent creation of a polymer nanocompo-
site, allows for nanoscale control with this technique. Utilizing this
LbL assembly, filler loading levels have been demonstrated to
exceed 90%17. In addition to this high filler loading, the layer-by-
layer technique results in high alignment of clay platelets within
the coating, known as a nanobrick wall structure. This creates a
passive barrier mechanism that has been shown to be a highly
effective gas barrier, corrosion barrier, and heat shield18–20.
Small molecule additives have been utilized to great effect in

polymer nanocomposite coatings. These additives improve the
properties for applications such as semiconductors, flame
retardants, and thermal barrier coatings21–23. Not only do these
additives become incorporated into the bulk of the composite, but
they often interact with the other components, influencing both
the growth of LbL-assembled films and the heat shielding
mechanism24,25. Small molecule additives have been used to
promote nucleation, generate better crystallization, improve self-
assembly of polymers, induce crosslinking, and increase film
thickness26–29. In the present study, the heat shielding of
nanobrick wall films is improved through the use of small
molecule additives that influence the growth of the film and the
architecture and charring that result from exposure to elevated
temperatures.
Additives were paired with PEI, independently and together,

and grown using layer-by-layer assembly, with VMT clay. LbL
growth of the PEI and VMT creates the nanobrick wall structure,
shown in Fig. 1, which has proven to be highly effective both as a
gas barrier and fire-resistant coating30–32. PEI was utilized both as
the mortar holding the VMT in place and as an active ingredient in
the heat shielding mechanism, acting as a blowing agent during
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pyrolysis. VMT clay was chosen as the nanoplatelet because of its
high aspect ratio and thermal stability6,33. Small molecule
additives THAM, PER, and PB were evaluated due to their unique
heat-shielding characteristics. THAM has been shown to be an
effective blowing agent in flame retardant and heat shielding
applications11,21,26. Upon exposure to high temperatures, as the
THAM undergoes pyrolysis, gases are released that help with the
formation of a bubbled insulating layer. In flame retardant
applications, PER is often utilized as an additive due to its ability
to promote carbonaceous char34,35. Char is important because it
helps to insulate the flammable substrate, cutting off one of the
key contributors for fire propagation7. PB is a flame retardant
additive used to insulate a substrate through a glassy char that has
been shown to have high thermal resistivity36,37. When PB is
exposed to temperatures in excess of 800 °C, a glassy boric oxide
char is formed, which stems fire propagation and creates a more
durable char38,39.
These additives were investigated, individually and in tandem,

to improve LbL film growth and the subsequent heat-shielding
properties exhibited. PB is found to hinder bubble formation,
reducing the overall thermal resistivity of systems containing the
additive. The combination of THAM and PER outperformed the
other additive groupings, providing superior thermal resistivity
across a comparatively thinner film. This improved heat shielding
was achieved through a combination of consistent macroscale
bubble creation, a micro- and nanoscale layering porosity effect,
and molecularly disordered char. These two small molecule
additives work synergistically to improve the thermal resistivity
of the system, offering a cost-effective heat-shielding coating that
is comparable to ceramic-based thermal barrier coatings.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Additive influence on film growth
Films were grown with varying combinations of THAM, PER, and
PB added to the PEI solution (and cationic rinse) during layer-by-
layer deposition with VMT. First, each additive was evaluated
independently, then in combinations of 1:1 molar ratios, and
finally all three additives were added together in a 1:1:1 ratio,
using 50mM concentration for each additive. A PEI/VMT film was
also grown without any additive as a control. Each coating was
grown with a 5 wt% PEI aqueous solution. The influence the
additives have on film growth is shown in Fig. 2a. Both THAM and
PB salts increase the growth independently by about 50%. When
combined, the growth increases more than 75%, likely because
more salt within the film contributes to greater charge screening
and intercalation of the VMT21,26. PER is not a salt but still
influences the growth, generating a film that is marginally thicker
than the neat PEI/VMT. This is likely due to hydrogen bonding that
causes more of the PEI to remain attached during the coating
process. The PER acts like a crosslinker between PEI chains, which
causes a greater amount of PEI to adhere in a single deposition
step. The addition of the PER can also be seen to mitigate some of
the thickening effects of the other additives. THAM+ PER and PB
+ PER are thinner than their individual salt counter parts. The
hydrogen-bonded crosslinking, created with the addition of the
PER, constrains the PEI and therefore hinders the thickening effect
of the charge screening. Conversely, films grown with all three
additives do not suffer from any impediment PER causes, instead
generating a thickness roughly double that of the neat PEI/VMT
film. For these samples, with a greater extent of salt in the
deposition solution, the thick growth influenced by the charge

Mw = 25,000 g mol-1 (PEI)
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Fig. 1 Materials and methods. a Structure of polyethylenimine, vermiculite clay, tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane, pentaerythritol, and
pentaborate. Schematics of the b layer-by-layer assembly process and c resulting multilayer nanobrick wall coating.
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Fig. 2 Film growth. a Thickness of 14 BL PEI/VMT films with varying additive(s) and b clay content of films, measured using thermogravimetric
analysis. Error bars are standard deviation.
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screening works in tandem with the hydrogen-bonded cross-
linking from the PER. This results in a greater amount of PEI being
deposited more densely with each BL. From Fig. 2b, it appears that
the additives have no apparent influence on the amount of clay
deposited in each sample.

Multilayer coating heat shielding
Films with varying additives were tested by exposing the coated
side of the steel to the flame from a butane torch for 20 min and
compared by recording the temperature change on the back side
(i.e., uncoated side) of each sample. Figure 3a shows the setup of
the flame test. In tandem with film testing, the individual
components were evaluated with thermogravimetric analysis
(TGA) (Fig. 3b). PEI and two of the additives, THAM and PER,
decompose completely before 400 °C, undergoing pyrolysis and
releasing gases. When PB is exposed to high temperatures, instead
of completely decomposing, it forms a boric oxide glassy residue.
VMT remains stable at high temperatures, but a slight reduction in

weight can be seen as the surfactants that are part of the aqueous
suspension decompose. Upon exposure to flame, the PEI and
additives in the sample undergo pyrolysis, degrading and
releasing gases. The gases become trapped between the
remaining clay-filled char layer and the steel, forcing the film to
expand to form an insulating shell. Films with PB likely generate a
more durable char due to the presence of the boric oxide.
Ultimately, though the char may have higher strength, the boric
oxide hinders the expansion of the insulating shell, which results
in poorer shielding performance.
The temperature curves for each of the samples during the

20min of flame testing can be seen in Fig. 4. As detailed in a
previous study, the formation of a large bubble is paramount to
achieving high thermal resistivity11. Generally, the films with PB
perform poorly, with the film containing the individual pentabo-
rate additive only obtaining a 60 °C differential. This is likely due to
the glassy residue that PB generates, which restricts the growth of
the protective bubble. The film without any additives
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Fig. 3 Test setup and TGA of materials. a Digital image of the flame test setup, with components and sample labeled, and b
thermogravimetric analysis of the individual materials used in making the multilayer films. Scale bar for digital image is 1 cm.
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Fig. 4 Flame testing results. a Temperature curves during torch testing of 14 BL films on steel, b the resultant temperature differential when
compared to the uncoated control substrate (ΔTfilm = Tmax,control − Tmax,film), and c the morphology of each of the samples following the
torch testing, shown in order from best performing to worst. Error bars are standard deviation and scale bars are 1 cm.
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outperformed the PB and PB+ PER films, likely due to the high
level of polymer available for blowing. The only film with PB that
has consistent bubble generation is the film with all of the
additives (i.e., THAM+ PER+ PB). For this film, the combined
effects of the THAM and PER largely overcome the limitations of
the PB additive. This combined sample, in addition to films
containing individual THAM and PER (and THAM+ PER) generate
higher thermal resistivities and exhibit consistent bubble forma-
tion. Of the additives tested, the THAM+ PER films outperform all
the other samples. Not only does THAM+ PER generate the
greatest temperature differential, but it also has a significantly
larger thermal resistivity as the heat is dissipated across a thinner
film. Comparing the samples with just THAM to the combined
THAM+ PER in this study, the THAM+ PER samples garner about
20 °C greater temperature differential across a film that is 5 µm
thinner. To evaluate if this result simply stems from the presence
of more additive, the growth of the films and the subsequent
thermal resistivity were evaluated for THAM+ PER at ratios of 3:1
and 1:3 (see Supplementary Fig. 1 in Supplemental Information).
No difference in film growth is observed with changing ratio, but
there is a reduction in shielding performance, as one or the other
of the additive mechanisms dominates. Consequently, the super-
ior performance of THAM+ PER is a result of the combined
mechanisms, each acting in tandem to improve the thermal
resistivity.
The eventual formation of the bubble, or not, is generally

consistent, but the exact timing and scale of the bubble is driven
by the entropic nature of pyrolysis. The initial few minutes of
testing has the most activity and is often predictive of how the
film will perform overall. Figure 5 focuses on the first two minutes
of torch testing and highlights the bubble formation and resulting
influence on thermal diffusivity. Definitive changes in the
temperature recorded for various samples can be seen. These
sharp changes in temperature occur initially when the bubble first
starts to grow, particularly as the film is forced away from the steel
and a pocket of gas insulates it. This gaseous insulation improves
when the bubble expands, as seen in points 2, 4, and 6. In each
instance, the temperature temporarily decreases as the heat must
traverse a greater distance to get to the vulnerable steel. This
highlights the importance of the macroscale bubble in creating an
effective thermal barrier.

Influence of bubble architecture
Material architecture has long been understood to be an integral
part of the thermal resistance exhibited by heat shielding
coatings. Films with pores generate greater thermal resistivity,
whereas coatings with a greater level of filler interconnectivity can
increase thermal conductivity40–42. For some of the samples,
particularly those with THAM and PER as the additives, the bubble
created is comparable on the macroscale level, each taking a large
area of the testing space. To evaluate the difference between
these coatings, the structure and char formation of the bubbles
are evaluated. Figure 6 shows cross-sectional images of the four
best performing films after testing, along with optical microscope
images. The film that was grown with only THAM creates a
cohesive macroscale bubble, with one large cavity, and is the only
film that can be sheared to see the internal structure. The
intermolecular bond strength of films with THAM is greater than
the films grown with other additives, causing the film to be more
durable, even after burning. This is likely because the hydrogen
bonds formed between THAM and PEI are stronger as the NH2

groups preferentially bond.
Bubbles formed by films without THAM, or with additional

additives alongside, do not exhibit the same singular cavity between
film and substrate. Optical images of these bubbles show that films
with PER as one of the additives exhibit layering. This layered
bubbling generates even greater thermal resistivity from the
additional microdomains the energy must travel through. These
pockets result as gases released during pyrolysis not only separate
the film from the substrate but also delaminates the clay platelet
layers. In the case of the film containing both THAM and PER, the two
additives work synergistically to create a larger bubble, similar in
scale to the neat THAM bubble, and the layering effect that
diminishes heat transfer across the system. The addition of PB to the
system results in reduced performance. While the THAM and PER still
work in tandem to generate a large, layered bubble, the boric oxide
from the PB still hinders the growth of the bubble, lessening the
overall thermal resistance of the film.
Another key feature in the architecture of the films after pyrolysis

is nanodomains. SEM images of the samples where the film was
directly exposed to the flame, shown in Fig. 7, reveal nano-
characteristics that mimic the macroscale analysis. Three of the films
(THAM+ PER, PER, and THAM) exhibit nanoporosity. This nanopor-
osity results as the film intumesces and gases are trapped.
Nanoporosity in thermal barrier coatings has been demonstrated
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to be effective at hindering thermal transport due to phonon
scattering43–45. The film with the combined additives (THAM+ PER
+ PB) does not display nanoporosity. While a macroscale bubble and
layering result when the THAM and PER undergo pyrolysis, the PB
that limits the bubble formation also likely hinders nanopore
formation. In addition to the nanoporosity, the PER film shows signs
of microscale layering. Like the larger pockets, these smaller pockets

hinder thermal diffusion and provide additional surface for the
presence of the intumesced bubbles to generate upon. The film with
just THAM exhibits extensive nano- and microporosity but the
cohesion in the film limits the expansion of these bubbles. The
THAM+ PER film manifests this same microscale porosity but to a
greater extent, as the bubbles are larger and layered pockets are
evident. This mimics the macroscale analysis in that THAM and PER

Fig. 6 Digital and optical imaging. Digital and optical images of 14 BL films with THAM+ PER (red), THAM+ PER+ PB (orange), PER (yellow),
or THAM (green) after torch testing and corresponding cross-sectional image of each. Across each row, each image is progressively zoomed in
views of the bubble architecture. Scale bars for cross-sectional images and macroscale bubble images (on the left) are 1 cm. Scale bars for
middle images are 1 mm. For far right images the scale bars are as follows: 300 µm for THAM+ PER (red), 250 µm for THAM+ PER+ PB
(orange), 250 µm for PER (yellow), and 500 µm for THAM (green).
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contribute equally to the physical architecture of the intumesced
coating and to the corresponding overall mechanism of heat
shielding.
In addition to physical structure, the molecular architecture of the

material influences the thermal resistivity of the system. Figure 8
shows the Raman analysis of the burnt films, which provides insight
into the morphology and extent of char generated by each of the
best performing samples. Measurements were done using the neat
PEI/VMT samples as the internal reference. The bands of interest are
the graphitic and defect bands, G-bands and D-bands, respectively46.
The degree of disorder in carbonaceous materials can be described
by the ratio of the intensity of the D-band peak relative to the
G-band peak (ID/IG), where a larger ratio indicates greater disorder.
The films with THAM and PER, independent of each other, have a

distinct, sharp peak in the graphitic range. This high frequency band
is caused by the vibrational frequency of high energy sp2 bonded
carbon. The Lorentzian style peak is indicative of well-ordered
crystalline graphitic char47. For the PER film, for which the G-band
peak is the most intense, the sp2 carbon bonds are the most
prominent in the resultant char. Additionally, the G-band peak, and
others, are largely more intense, indicating a greater extent of
charring is present, which likely contributes to improved heat
shielding. THAM, which is not a char promoter, displays a similar
spectrum of carbon bonding as the PER film, but the peaks have
lower intensity, so less charring is present. Conversely, the film
containing THAM and PER together exhibits a low-profile Gaussian
curve in the graphitic band region, which is representative of
disorder and defects in the graphene48. The larger intensity curve in

THAM + PER

THAMPER

THAM + PER + PB

Fig. 7 SEM imaging. SEM images of 14 BL films with varying additives: THAM+ PER (red), THAM+ PER+ PB (orange), PER (yellow), and THAM
(green). Nanoporosity and microscale layering and bubbling, which contribute to the overall film thermal resistivity, can be observed. Scale
bars are each 1 µm.
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the defect band region, and consequently the larger ID/IG ratio, is a
further indication of the disordered nature of this sample’s char. The
disordered atomic morphology results in more energy needed for
thermal carriers to transport heat to neighboring sites49,50. This
results in a loss of energy and subsequently less heat transferred. By
contrast, graphitic char is thermally conductive, so even though there
is more charring present it does not stem the heat as effectively. The
film with the combined THAM, PER, and PB does not have any
definitive peaks, likely because any carbonaceous charring that
results is dominated by the boric oxide.
Small molecule additives tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane,

pentaerythritol, and pentaborate have a direct influence on the
growth and heat shielding exhibited by PEI/VMT multilayer films.
Each contributes to the film thickness, though THAM and PB
contribute to substantially thicker growth due to charge screening
of the polymer. The insulating role of the macroscale bubble is
highlighted, as samples that do not form a cohesive bubble offer
less thermal resistivity. This is particularly evident in films
containing PB, which forms boric oxide at high temperatures that
hinders the bubble creation. The most successful heat-shielding
coating contains PER and THAM together. THAM+ PER films
combine thermal resistance mechanisms from the two additives
to create a more effective barrier, which stems a greater amount
of heat transfer across a thinner film. Fourteen bilayer films, when
exposed to elevated temperatures, consistently create large
macroscale bubbles that exhibit a layering effect, in both the
macro- and nanoscale domains, in addition to disordered char at
the molecular level. Consequently, the two additives working
together most effectively stems heat transfer through the
combination of energy lost in the transport between various
micro- and macrodomains, phonon scattering in nanodomains,
and poor thermal diffusion along disordered molecular char.

METHODS
Materials and substrates
Branched polyethylenimine (PEI) (Mw= 25,000 gmol−1), tris(hydroxy-
methyl)aminomethane (THAM, crystalline), ammonium pentaborate tetra-
hydrate (PB, ≥ 99%), and pentaerythritol (PER, 98%) were purchased from
Sigma-Aldrich (Milwaukee, WI). Microlite 963++ vermiculite clay (VMT, 7.8
wt % in water) was purchased from Specialty Vermiculite Corp (Cambridge,
MA). Deionized (DI) water, with a resistivity equal to 18 MΩ, was used to
prepare all solutions and rinses. Films were grown using an aqueous
solution containing 5 wt % PEI, combined with 50mM additives. Additives
were added independently (THAM, PB, and PER), and in combinations
(THAM+ PB, THAM+ PER, PER+ PB, and THAM+ PER+ PB), mixed into
the PEI solution and the cationic rinse. Additive solutions were prepared
prior to adding the PEI. VMT was diluted to a 1 wt % suspension and stirred
overnight prior to use. The cationic solution and corresponding rinse pH
were adjusted to 6, and the anionic solution and rinse pH were adjusted to
10, using 5M HCl and NaOH, respectively. A36 ground low-carbon steel
was purchased from McMaster Carr (Aurora, OH) as 10.16 cm × 10.16 cm ×
0.32 cm plates. Metal substrates were cleaned with a DI water rinse
followed by a methanol rinse and then DI water rinses again to remove any
large debris. This was followed by bath sonicating in DI water and then
isopropanol (IPA) for 2 min each, with IPA rinses between, before being
dried with filtered air. The steel was then immersed in a 1 M sodium
hydroxide and 100mM sodium nitrite solution overnight to passivate the
surface for better adhesion prior to deposition.

Thin film preparation
Steel substrates were coated with PEI/VMT multilayers using layer-by-layer
(LbL) assembly, which was carried out with a home-built robotic system51.
Prior to deposition, one side of the steel was taped off to ensure an uncoated
side for testing. Films were assembled by first immersing the substrate into a
polycationic solution for 5min, followed by dipping in a rinse solution
containing the additive(s) for 1min. From there, the substrate was immersed
in the anionic clay solution for 5min, and then dipped into a DI water rinse for
1min, which completes one bilayer (BL). Subsequent bilayers use 1min dips
in each solution. The process was repeated until the desired number of

bilayers were deposited. Once all the bilayers were deposited, films were dried
in ambient conditions overnight and then stored in a desiccant box prior to
testing. All films were prepared with 14 BL, varying the additive species
amongst samples. A schematic of the deposition procedure, and resulting
nanobrick wall structure, is shown in Fig. 1.

Torch testing
Steel samples were mounted between two A36 steel plates (15.24 cm×
20.32 cm), with a 5.08 cm diameter circle hole to access the sample from front
and back. A K-type thermocouple (McMaster-Carr; Aurora, OH) was mounted
on the back side of the steel plate in the center of the hole. Silver conductive
paint (Electron Microscopy Science; Hatfield, PA) was used to improve thermal
contact between the steel plate and the thermocouple. A butane torch
(Bernzomatic precision torch ST2200T; Worthington Industries, Columbus, OH)
was oriented perpendicularly to the coated side of the sample and a flame was
applied for 20min. The nozzle of the butane torch was placed 1 cm away from
the sample and in line with the thermocouple. Coated steel samples were
compared to an uncoated steel plate tested under the same conditions.

Nanocomposite film characterization
Individual additives and each type of film were analyzed with a Q50
Thermogravimetric Analyzer (TA-instruments; New Castle, DE). Films weighing
approximately 7–9mg were tested in an air atmosphere. First, the materials
were held at 120 °C for 20min to remove water, then the temperature was
increased at a heating rate of 10 °Cmin−1. The clay composition of the
freestanding films was measured using the same process. The thickness of
films was measured using a dial indicator (Chicago Dial Indicator Co.; De
Plaines, IL). The surface morphologies of the films after burning were observed
with optical microscope (Keyence VHX-600K Digital Microscope; Itasca, IL) and
then additional imaging was obtained using a field-emission scanning
electron microscope (SEM) (model JSM-7500, JEOL; Tokyo, Japan). Prior to
imaging, samples were sputter-coated with 5 nm of platinum/palladium.
Raman spectroscopy (Horiba Jobin-Yvon LabRam HR Raman confocal
microscope; Kyoto, Japan) was done to analyze the type and extent of char
each film generated. Films were scanned between 800 and 2000 cm−1 using a
633 nm laser with 300 grmm−1 grating.

DATA AVAILABILITY
The data that support the finding of this study are available from the corresponding
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